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Homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions revisited
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Abstract. In this article we revisit the theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions introduced
in [9], in light of the homotopical Morita theory of comodules established in [3]. We generalize
the theory to a relative framework, which we believe is new even in the classical context and
which is essential for treating the Hopf–Galois correspondence in [19]. We study in detail
homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions of differential graded algebras over a commutative ring,
for which we establish a descent-type characterization analogous to the one Rognes provided
in the context of ring spectra [26]. An interesting feature in the differential graded setting is
the close relationship between homotopic Hopf–Galois theory and Koszul duality theory. We
show that nice enough principal fibrations of simplicial sets give rise to homotopic Hopf–Galois
extensions in the differential graded setting, for which this Koszul duality has a familiar form.
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1. Introduction

The theory of Hopf–Galois extensions of associative rings, introduced by Chase
and Sweedler [6] and by Kreimer and Takeuchi [20], generalizes Galois theory of
fields, replacing the action of a group by the coaction of a Hopf algebra. Inspired
by Rognes’ theory of Hopf–Galois extensions of ring spectra [26], the second author
laid the foundations for a theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions in an arbitrary
monoidal model category in [9], but the necessarymodel category structures were not
well enough understood to make it possible to compute many examples. Since then,
considerable progress has been made in elaborating these model category structures
(e.g. [2, 11, 15]), so that the time is ripe to revisit this subject.
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In this article we develop anew the theory of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions,
in light of the homotopical Morita theory of comodules established in [3]. Moreover
we generalize the theory to a relative framework, which we believe is new even in the
classical context and which is essential for treating the Hopf–Galois correspondence
in [19]. We also provide a descent-type characterization of homotopic Hopf–Galois
extensions of finite-type differential graded algebras over a field, analogous to [26,
Proposition 12.1.8].

1.1. The classical framework. Classical Hopf–Galois extensions show up in a wide
variety of mathematical contexts. For example, faithfully flat HG-extensions over the
coordinate ring of an affine group schemeG correspond toG-torsors. By analogy, if
a Hopf algebraH is the coordinate ring of a quantum group, then anH -Hopf–Galois
extension can be viewed as a noncommutative torsor with the quantum group as its
structure group. It canmoreover be fruitful to studyHopf algebras via their associated
Hopf–Galois extensions, just as algebras are studied via their associated modules.

For an excellent introduction to the classical theory of Hopf–Galois extensions,
we refer the reader to the survey articles by Montgomery [25] and Schauenburg [27].
We recall here only the definition and two elementary examples, which can be found
in either of these articles.

Definition 1.1. Let R be a commutative ring, and let H be an R-bialgebra. Let
'WA! B be a homomorphism of rightH -comodule algebras, where theH -coaction
on A is trivial.

The homomorphism ' is anH -Hopf–Galois extension if

(1) the composite

B ˝A B
B˝A�
����! B ˝A B ˝H

�˝H
���! B ˝H;

where � denotes the H -coaction on B , and � denotes the multiplication map
of B as an A-algebra, and

(2) the induced map

A! BcoH
WD fb 2 B j �.b/ D b ˝ 1g

are both isomorphisms.

Notation 1.2. The composite in (1), often denoted ˇ' WB˝AB ! B˝H , is called
the Galois map.

Examples 1.3. (1) [25, Example 2.3] Let k � E be a field extension. Let G be
a finite group that acts on E through k-automorphisms, which implies that its dual
kG D Hom.kŒG�;k/ coacts on E. The extension EG � E is G-Galois if and only
if it is a kG-Hopf–Galois extension.
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(2) [27, Theorem 2.2.7] LetR be a commutative ring,H a bialgebra overR that is flat
as anR-module, andA a flatR-algebra. The trivial extensionA! A˝H W a 7! a˝1

is then anH -Hopf–Galois extension if A˝H admits a cleaving, i.e. a convolution-
invertible morphism of H -comodules H ! A ˝ H . In particular, the unit map
k! H is anH -Hopf–Galois extension if and only ifH is a Hopf algebra.

1.2. The homotopic framework. In his monograph on Galois extensions of struct-
ured ring spectra [26], Rognes formulated a reasonable, natural definition of
homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions of commutative ring spectra. Let 'WA ! B

be a morphism of commutative ring spectra, and let H be a commutative ring
spectrum equipped with a comultiplication H ! H ^ H that is a map of ring
spectra, where � ^ � denotes the smash product of spectra. Suppose that H coacts
on B so that ' is a morphism of H -comodules when A is endowed with the trivial
H -coaction. If the Galois map ˇ' WB ^A B ! B ^H (defined as above) and the
natural map fromA to (an appropriately definedmodel of) the homotopy coinvariants
of theH -coaction on B are both weak equivalences, then 'WA! B is a homotopic
H -Hopf–Galois extension in the sense of Rognes.

The unit map � from the sphere spectrum S to the complex cobordism spec-
trumMU is anSŒBU �-Hopf–Galois extension in this homotopic sense. The diagonal
�WBU ! BU � BU induces the comultiplication SŒBU �! SŒBU � ^ SŒBU �,
the Thom diagonal MU ! MU ^ BUC gives rise to the coaction of SŒBU �
onMU , and ˇ�WMU ^MU

�
�!MU ^ SŒBU � is the Thom equivalence.

In [26, Proposition 12.1.8], Rognes provided a descent-type characterization of
homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions. Let A^B denote Carlsson’s derived completion
of A along B [5]. Rognes proved that if 'WA ! B is such that ˇ' is a weak
equivalence, then it is a homotopic H -Hopf–Galois extension if and only if the
natural map A ! A^B is a weak equivalence, which holds if, for example, B is
faithful and dualizable over A [26, Lemma 8.2.4].

1.3. Structure of this paper. We begin in Section 2 by summarizing from [3] those
elements of the homotopical Morita theory of modules and comodules in a monoidal
model category that are necessary in this paper. In particular we recall conditions
under which a morphism of corings induces a Quillen equivalence of the associated
comodule categories (Corollary 2.38).

In Section 3 we introduce a new theory of relative Hopf–Galois extensions,
insisting on the global categorical picture. We first treat the classical case, then
introduce the homotopic version, providing relatively simple conditions underwhich a
morphism of comodule algebras in amonoidal model category is a relative homotopic
Hopf–Galois extension (Proposition 3.29).

We furnish a concrete illustration of the theory of relative homotopic Hopf–
Galois extensions in Section 4, where we consider the monoidal model category ChR
of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative ring R. After recalling from [3]
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the homotopy theory of modules and comodules in this case, we elaborate the
homotopy theory of comodule algebras in ChR, recalling the necessary existence
result for model category structures from [11], then describing and studying a
particularly useful fibrant replacement functor, given by the cobar construction
(Theorem 4.19). Finally, we describe in detail the theory of relative homotopic
Hopf–Galois extensions of differential graded algebras over a commutative ring R.
In particular we establish the existence of a useful family of relative homotopic Hopf–
Galois extensions analogous to the classical normal extensions (Proposition 4.27).
We apply this family to proving, under reasonable hypotheses, that a morphism
of comodule algebras is a relative homotopic Hopf–Galois extension if and only
if it satisfies effective homotopic descent (Proposition 4.28), a result analogous
to [26, Proposition 12.1.8] for commutative ring spectra. As a consequence we
establish an intriguing relationship between Hopf–Galois extensions and Koszul
duality, implying in particular that, under reasonable hypotheses, if A ! B is a
homotopic Hopf–Galois extension with respect to some Hopf algebra H , where B
is contractible, then H is Koszul dual to A (Proposition 4.30). Finally, we explain
how to associate a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension in differential graded setting
naturally to a nice enough principal fibration of simplicial sets (Proposition 4.31) and
show that Koszul duality has a familiar form in this case (Remark 4.32).

1.4. Conventions.
� All forgetful functors are denoted U.

� Let C
L //

D
R
oo be an adjoint pair of functors. If C is endowed with a model

category structure, and D admits a model category structure for which the fibrations
and weak equivalences are created in C , i.e. a morphism in D is a fibration
(respectively, weak equivalence) if and only if its image under R is a fibration
(respectively, weak equivalence) in C , then we say that it is right-induced by the
functor R. Dually, if D is endowed with a model category structure, and C admits
a model category structure for which the cofibrations and weak equivalences are
created in D , i.e. a morphism in C is a cofibration (respectively, weak equivalence) if
and only if its image under L is a cofibration (respectively, weak equivalence) in D ,
then we say that it is left-induced by the functor L.

2. Elements of homotopical Morita theory

In this section we recall from [3] those elements of homotopical Morita theory for
modules and comodules that are necessary for our study of homotopic Hopf–Galois
extensions in monoidal model categories. Since the definitions and results in [3]
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are couched in a more general framework than we need in this article, we specialize
somewhat here, for the reader’s convenience.

2.1. Homotopy theory of modules. Let .V ;˝; R/ be a monoidal category. Let
AlgV denote the category of algebras in V , i.e. of objects A in V together with two
maps �WA ˝ A ! A and �WR ! A that satisfy the usual associativity and unit
axioms. Dually, the category of coalgebras in V , i.e. objects in V that are endowed
with a coassociative comultiplication and a counit, is denoted CoalgV .

A right (respectively, left) module over an algebra A is an objectM in V together
with a map �WM ˝ A ! M (respectively, �WA ˝M ! M ) satisfying the usual
axioms for an action. We let VA (respectively, AV ) denote the category of right
(respectively, left)A-modules in V . We usually omit the multiplication and unit from
the notation for an algebra and the action map from the notation for an A-module.

Schwede and Shipley established reasonable conditions (such as the monoid
axiom [30, Definition 3.3]), satisfied by many model categories of interest, under
which module categories inherit a model category structure from the underlying
category.
Theorem 2.1 ([30, Theorem 4.1]). Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category.
If V is cofibrantly generated and satisfies the monoid axiom, and every object of V is
small relative to the whole category, then the category VA of rightA-modules admits
a model structure that is right induced from the adjunction

V
�˝A //

VA
U

oo ;

and similarly for the category AV of left A-modules.
Categories of A-modules often admit left-induced structures as well.

Theorem 2.2 ([11, Theorem 2.2.3]). Let .V ;˝; R/ be a locally presentable, closed
monoidal model category in which the monoidal unitR is cofibrant. IfA is a monoid
in V such that the category VA of right A-modules admits underlying-cofibrant
replacements (e.g. if all objects of V are cofibrant), then VA admits a model structure
left-induced from the forgetful/hom-adjunction

VA
U //
? V :

hom.A;�/
oo

Hypothesis 2.3. Henceforth, we assume always that V is a symmetric monoidal
model category and that for every algebra A, the categories VA and AV of right and
left A-modules are equipped with model category structures with weak equivalences
created in the underlying category V .

The tensor product of a right and a left A-module over A is construction that
appears frequently in this article.
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Definition 2.4. Given right and left A-modules MA and AN , with structure maps
�WM ˝ A ! M and �WA ˝ N ! N , their tensor product over A is the object
M ˝A N in V defined by the following coequalizer diagram:

M ˝ A˝N
�˝1 //
1˝�

//M ˝N //M ˝A N :

The special classes of modules defined below, which are characterized in terms
of tensoring over A, play an important role in this article.
Definition 2.5. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Hypothesis 2.3. A left A-moduleM is called:
� homotopy flat if �˝AM WVA ! V preserves weak equivalences;
� strongly homotopy flat if it is homotopy flat and for every finite category J and
every functor ˆW J! VA, the natural map

.lim
J
ˆ/˝AM ! lim

J
.ˆ˝AM/

is a weak equivalence in V ;
� homotopy faithful if �˝AM WVA ! V reflects weak equivalences;
� homotopy faithfully flat if it is both homotopy faithful and strongly homotopy flat;
� homotopy projective if MapA.M;�/WAV ! V preserves weak equivalences;
� homotopy cofaithful if MapA.M;�/WAV ! V reflects weak equivalences.
Right modules of the same types are defined similarly.

It is also useful to distinguish those weak equivalences of left (respectively, right)
A-modules that remain weak equivalences upon tensoring over A with any right
(respectively, left) A-module.
Definition 2.6. A morphism of left A-modules f WN ! N 0 is a pure weak
equivalence if the inducedmapM˝Af WM˝AN !M˝AN

0 is aweak equivalence
for all cofibrant rightA-modulesM . Pure weak equivalences of rightA-modules are
defined analogously.

It is easier to work in monoidal model categories in which cofibrant modules are
homotopy flat, fitting our intuition of cofibrancy as a sort of projectivity.
Definition 2.7. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Hypothesis 2.3. We say that V satisfies the CHF hypothesis if for every algebra A
in V , every cofibrant right A-module is homotopy flat.

As pointed out in [30, §4], the CHF hypothesis holds in many monoidal model
categories of interest, such as the categories of simplicial sets equipped with usual
Kan model structure, symmetric spectra equipped with the stable model structure,
(bounded or unbounded) chain complexes over a commutative ring equipped with the
projective model structure, and S -modules equipped with the usual model structure.
The following proposition highlights one of the advantages of this hypothesis.
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Proposition 2.8. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Hypothesis 2.3. If V satisfies the CHF hypothesis, then the notions of pure weak
equivalence and weak equivalence coincide for modules over any algebra A.

Proof. If all cofibrant right A-modules are homotopy flat, then clearly every weak
equivalence is pure. Conversely, let f WN ! N 0 be a pure weak equivalence. We
need to show that f is a weak equivalence. We may without loss of generality
assume that N and N 0 are cofibrant. Indeed, by standard model category theory,
we can find cofibrant resolutions qN WQN ! N and qN 0 WQN 0 ! N 0 and a lift
Qf WQN ! QN 0 making the diagram

QN
Qf //

qN�

��

QN 0

qN 0�

��
N

f // N 0

commute. Clearly, f is a weak equivalence if and only if Qf is. By tensoring the
diagram above from the left with cofibrant (hence homotopy flat) right A-modules,
one sees thatQf is a pure weak equivalence.

Assume now that f WN ! N 0 is a pure weak equivalence between cofibrant, and
hence homotopy flat, A-modules. If qAWQA! A is a cofibrant resolution of A as a
right A-module, then the commutative diagram

QA˝A N
1˝f //

qA˝1

��

QA˝A N
0

qA˝1

��
N

f // N 0

shows that f is a weak equivalence. Indeed, the top horizontal map is a weak
equivalence because f is a pure weak equivalence, and the vertical maps are weak
equivalences because N and N 0 are homotopy flat.

Our interest in pure weak equivalences is motivated by the next proposition, for
which we need to establish a bit of terminology.
Definition 2.9. Let V be a monoidal category, and let 'WA! B be a morphism of
algebras in V . The restriction/extension-of-scalars adjunction,

VA

'� //
VB

'�
oo

is defined on objects by '�.M/ D M ˝A B , endowed with right B-action given by
multiplication inB , for all rightA-modulesM , while '�.N / has the same underlying
object, but with right A-action given by the composite

N ˝ A
N˝'
���! N ˝ B

�
�! N:
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Remark 2.10. It is a classical result that '� is right adjoint to '�. Moreover, under
Hypothesis 2.3, the adjunction '� a '� is a Quillen pair if and only if '� preserves
fibrations.

We can now formulate a necessary and sufficient condition under which a Quillen
pair '� a '� is actually a Quillen equivalence.

Proposition 2.11. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Hypothesis 2.3, and let 'WA ! B be a morphism of algebras in V such that '�
preserves fibrations. The restriction/extension-of-scalars adjunction,

VA

'� //
VB

'�
oo ;

is a Quillen equivalence if and only if 'WA! B is a pure weak equivalence of right
A-modules.

Proof. As explained above, if '� preserves fibrations, then the restriction/extension-
of-scalars adjunction is a Quillen adjunction. Since weak equivalences are created in
the underlying category V (by Hypothesis 2.3), the restriction-of-scalars functor '�
also preserves and reflects all weak equivalences. Therefore, the adjunction is a
Quillen equivalence if and only if the unit

�M WM ! '�.M ˝A B/

is a weak equivalence for all cofibrant right A-modulesM [18, Corollary 1.3.16]. To
conclude, note that the morphism in V underlying �M may be identified with

1˝A 'WM ˝A A!M ˝A B:

Remark 2.12. Proposition 2.11 is a slight strengthening of [30, Theorem 4.3].
Indeed, if all cofibrant modules are homotopy flat, then pure weak equivalences
are the same as weak equivalences by Proposition 2.8, so the “if” direction of
Proposition 2.11 recovers [30, Theorem 4.3].

2.2. Homotopical Morita theory for comodules.

2.2.1. Review of corings and their comodules. Let V be a monoidal category. For
every algebraA inV , the tensor product�˝A� endows the category ofA-bimodules
AVA with a (not necessarily symmetric) monoidal structure, for which the unit is A,
viewed as an A-bimodule over itself.
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Definition 2.13. AnA-coring is a coalgebra in the monoidal category .AVA;˝A; A/,
i.e. an A-bimodule C together with maps of A-bimodules �WC ! C ˝A C and
�WC ! A, such that the diagrams

C
� //

�

��

C ˝A C

C˝�

��
C ˝A C

�˝C // C ˝A C ˝A C

C
� //

�

��

C ˝A C

C˝�

��
C ˝A C

�˝C
// C

are commutative. A morphism of A-corings is a map of A-bimodules f WC ! D

such that the diagrams

C
�C //

f

��

C ˝A C

f˝Af

��
D

�D // D ˝A D

C
�C //

f

��

A

D
�D // A

commute.

In Section 3 we provide natural constructions of families of corings. For the
moment we note only that any algebra A can be seen in a trivial way as a coring over
itself, where the comultiplication is the isomorphism A

Š
�! A˝A A and the counit

is the identity.
A more general notion of morphism of corings takes into account changes of the

underlying algebra as well. Note first that if 'WA ! B is a morphism of algebras,
then there is a two-sided extension/restriction-of-scalars adjunction,

AVA

'� //
BVB

'�
oo ; '� a '

�;

where '�.M/ D B˝AM ˝AB . Moreover, '� is an op-monoidal functor, i.e. there
is a natural transformation

'�.M ˝A N/! '�.M/˝B '�.N /;

which allows us to endow '�.C / with the structure of a B-coring whenever C is an
A-coring.

Remark 2.14. Note that if A is considered as an A-comodule, where A is equipped
with the trivial coring structure defined above, then '�.A/ is exactly the well known
descent or canonical coring associated to the algebra morphism ', with underlying
B-bimodule B ˝A B .
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Definition 2.15. A coring inV is a pair .A; C /whereA is an algebra inV , andC is an
A-coring. Amorphism of corings .A; C /! .B;D/ is a pair .'; f /where 'WA! B

is a morphism of algebras, and f W'�.C / ! D is a morphism of B-corings. The
category of corings in V is denoted CoringV .

We now recall the definition of a comodule over a coring.

Definition 2.16. Let .A; C / be a coring in V , with comultiplication � and counit �.
A right .A; C /-comodule is a right A-moduleM together with a morphism of right
A-modules ıWM !M ˝A C such that the diagrams

M
ı //

ı

��

M ˝A C

M˝�

��
M ˝A C

ı˝C //M ˝A C ˝A C

M
ı //M ˝A C

M˝�

��
M

are commutative. A morphism of .A; C /-comodules is a morphism f WM ! N of
right A-modules such that the diagram

M
ıM //

f

��

M ˝A C

f˝C

��
N

ıN // N ˝A C

commutes. We let VC
A denote the category of right .A; C /-comodules. The category

C
AV of left .A; C /-comodules is defined analogously.

Remark 2.17. Every morphism of corings .'; f /W .A; C / ! .B;D/ factors in
CoringV as

.A; C /
.';Id'�.C// //

.';f / ))

.B; '�.C //

.IdB ;f /
��

.B;D/;

i.e. as a change of rings, followed by a change of corings. This easy observation is a
very special case of [3, Proposition 3.32].
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There is an adjunction

VC
A

U //
VA

�˝AC
oo ; UA a �˝A C;

where U is the forgetful functor, and �˝A C is the cofree C -comodule functor. In
particular, for any A-moduleM , the C -coaction onM ˝A C is simplyM ˝A �.
Remark 2.18. Note that if A is endowed with its trivial A-coring structure, then the
adjunction above specializes to an isomorphism between VA

A and VA. It follows that
the theory of comodules over corings englobes that of modules over algebras.

Under reasonable conditions on V , if .'; f /W .A; C /! .B;D/ is a morphism of
corings, then the restriction/extension-of-scalars adjunction on the module categories
lifts to an adjunction on the corresponding comodule categories.
Proposition 2.19 ([3, Proposition 3.17, Example 3.22]). Let V be a symmetric
monoidal category that admits all reflexive coequalizers and coreflexive equalizers.
If .A; C / is a coring in V such that VC

A admits all coreflexive equalizers, then every
morphism of corings .'; f /W .A; C /! .B;D/ gives rise to an adjunction

VC
A

.';f /� //
VD
B

.';f /�
oo

such that the following diagram of left adjoints commutes.

VC
A

.';f /� //

U

��

VD
B

U

��
VA

'� // VB

Remark 2.20. As explained in [3, Remark 3.10], if V is locally presentable, then
VC
A admits all coreflexive equalizers. On the other hand, the dual of [21, Corollary 3]

implies that if �˝A C WVA ! VA preserves coreflexive equalizers, then VC
A admits

all coreflexive equalizers.
Remark 2.21. The commutativity of the square in the statement of Proposition 2.19
implies that for any C -comodule .M; ı/, the B-module underlying .'; f /�.M; ı/
is M ˝A B . As shown in the proof of [3, Proposition 3.17] (in a somewhat more
general context), theD-coaction onM ˝A B is given by the following composite.

M ˝A B
ı˝B //M ˝A C ˝A B ŠM ˝A A˝A C ˝A B

M˝'˝C˝B //M ˝A B ˝A C ˝A B

M˝f

��
M ˝A D

Š

��
M ˝A B ˝B D
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Since the diagram of right adjoints must also commute, we know as well that the
image under .'; f /� of a cofree D-comodule N ˝B D is the cofree C -comodule
'�.N /˝A C .
Notation 2.22. When .'; f / D .IdA; f /W .A; C /! .A;D/, we denote the induced
adjunction

VC
A

f� //
VD
A

f �
oo (2.1)

and call it the coextension/corestriction-of-coefficients adjunction or change-of-
corings adjunction associated to f . Note that the D-component of the counit of
the f� a f � adjunction is f itself and that for every .A; C /-comodule .M; ı/,

f�.M; ı/ D
�
M; .1˝ f /ı

�
:

When .'; f / D .'; Id'�.C//W .A; C / ! .B; '�.C //, we denote the induced
adjunction

VC
A

Can' //
V
'�.C/
B

Prim'
oo (2.2)

and call it the canonical adjunction for C , as a generalization of the usual canonical
adjunction for descent along 'WA! B , which is the case C D A of the adjunction
above [10, 23].
Remark 2.23. By Remark 2.17, the adjunction .'; f /� a .'; f /� can be factored
as follows.

VC
A

Can' //
V
'�.C/
B

Prim'
oo

f� //
VD
B :

f �
oo (2.3)

The right adjoint .'; f /� in the adjunction governed by a morphism of corings
.'; f /W .A; C / ! .B;D/ is difficult to describe in general. Under appropriate
conditions on the left A-module underlying C , however, it is possible to express
.'; f /� as a cotensor product over D, dually to the expression of the left adjoint
in the extension/restriction-of-scalars adjunction associated to ' as a tensor product
over A. The condition we need to impose on C is formulated as follows.
Definition 2.24. A coring .A; C / is flat if �˝A C WVA ! VA preserves coreflexive
equalizers.

Flatness of a coring gives us control of coreflexive equalizers in the associated
comodule category.
Proposition 2.25 ([3, Proposition 3.29]). If .A; C / is a flat coring, then the forgetful
functor UWVC

A ! VA creates coreflexive equalizers.
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The following definition is dual to Definition 2.4.
Definition 2.26. Suppose that themonoidal categoryV admits coreflexive equalizers.
Let .A; C / be a coring in V , let M be a right and N a left .A; C /-comodule. The
cotensor productM�CN is defined as the coreflexive equalizer in V :

M�CN //M ˝A N
ıM˝N//
M˝ıN

//M ˝A C ˝A N:

We can now formulate the desired explicit description of the right adjoint in the
adjunction governed by a morphism of corings.
Proposition 2.27 ([3, Proposition 3.31]). Let V be a monoidal category admitting
all reflexive coequalizers and coreflexive equalizers. Let .A; C / be a flat coring in V .
If .'; f /W .A; C /! .B;D/ is a coring morphism, thenB˝AC admits the structure
of a left .B;D/-comodule in VC

A such that the functor .'; f /� is isomorphic to the
cotensor product functor ��D.B ˝A C/, i.e. there is an adjunction

VC
A

.';f /� //
VD
B

��D.B˝AC/
oo :

Remark 2.28. The leftD-coaction on B ˝A C is given by the following composite.

B ˝A C
B˝� // B ˝A C ˝A C Š B ˝A C ˝A A˝A C

B˝C˝'˝C // B ˝A C ˝A B ˝A C

f˝C

��
D ˝A C

Š

��
D ˝B B ˝A C

2.2.2. Homotopy theory of comodules. We now introduce homotopy theory into
our discussion of comodule categories.
Hypothesis 2.29. We assume henceforth that V is a symmetric monoidal model
category satisfying Hypothesis 2.3. For every coring .A; C / in V that we consider
here, we suppose moreover that VC

A admits the model category structure left-induced
from VA, via the adjunction

VC
A

UA //
VA

�˝AC
oo :

Remark 2.30. Conditions on V under which the convention above holds can be
found in [2,11], and [15], where a number of concrete examples, including simplicial
sets, symmetric spectra, and chain complexes, are also treated. In Section 4 we recall
in detail the example of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative ring.
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Remark 2.31. It follows from [3, Proposition 4.5] that if V is a symmetric monoidal
model category satisfying Hypothesis 2.29, and .'; f /W .A; C / ! .B;D/ is a
morphism of corings, then the associated adjunction

VC
A

.';f /� //
VD
B

.';f /�
oo

is a Quillen adjunction if

VA

'� //
VB

'�
oo

is, i.e. if '� preserves fibrations. In particular, for every morphism of corings
.1; f /W .A; C /! .A;D/,

VC
A

f� //
VD
A

f �
oo

is a Quillen adjunction.

Remark 2.32. Since we assume henceforth that V , VA, and VC
A are model

categories, they are in particular complete and cocomplete and thus admit all reflexive
coequalizers and coreflexive equalizers.

We now recall from [3, Section 4] the conditions under which a morphism of
corings .'; f /W .A; C / ! .B;D/ induces a Quillen equivalence of the associated
comodule categories. We begin by breaking the problem into two pieces, according
to the factorization in Remark 2.23.

Definition 2.33. Let .A; C / be a coring in V and B an algebra in V . An algebra
morphism 'WA ! B satisfies effective homotopic descent with respect to C if the
adjunction

VC
A

Can' //
V
'�.C/
B ;

Prim'
oo (2.4)

is a Quillen equivalence.

Sufficient conditions for effective homotopic descent were established in [3].

Proposition 2.34 ([3, Corollary 4.13]). Let V be a symmetric monoidal model
category satisfying Hypothesis 2.29. Let 'WA ! B be a morphism of algebras
in V . If B is homotopy faithfully flat as a left A-module, then ' satisfies effective
homotopic descent.
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For the other piece of the factorization, we need to introduce a notion dual to that
of pure weak equivalence.

Definition 2.35. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Hypothesis 2.29. We say that a map f WC ! D of A-corings is a copure weak
equivalence if

�M Wf�f
�.M/!M

is a weak equivalence for all fibrant rightD-comodulesM .

Just as pure weak equivalences induce Quillen equivalences of module categories,
copure weak equivalences do the same for comodule categories.

Proposition 2.36 ([3, Proposition 4.6]). Let V be a symmetric monoidal model
category satisfying Convention 2.29. Let A be an algebra in V . The change-of-
corings adjunction,

VC
A

f� //
VD
A ;

f �
oo

is a Quillen equivalence if and only if f WC ! D is a copure weak equivalence of
A-corings.

Remark 2.37. As pointed out in [3, Proposition 4.6], ifA is fibrant as an object of V ,
then every copure weak equivalence ofA-corings is a weak equivalence. Conversely,
if the coring .A; C / is flat, then f �.M/ D M�DC by Proposition 2.27. In this
case, if f is a weak equivalence, and the functorM�D�W

D
AV ! V preserves weak

equivalences for all fibrant right D-comodules M , then the adjunction above is a
Quillen equivalence. It follows that if every fibrantD-module is “homotopy coflat”,
then every weak equivalence of corings with flat domain is copure; compare with
Proposition 2.8.

As a consequence of Propositions 2.34 and 2.36, we obtain the following
sufficient condition for the adjunction induced by a coring morphism to be a Quillen
equivalence.

Corollary 2.38. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Convention 2.29. Let .'; f /W .A; C /! .B;D/ be a morphism of corings in V .

If B is homotopy faithfully flat as a left A-module, and f is a copure weak
equivalence, then

VC
A

.';f /� //
VD
B

.';f /�
oo

is a Quillen equivalence.
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3. Relative Hopf–Galois extensions

Here we apply the results of [3] recalled in the previous section to elaborating
interesting and natural generalizations first of the classical framework, then of the
homotopic framework, for Hopf–Galois extensions.

3.1. The descent and Hopf functors. Let .V ;˝; R/ be a symmetric monoidal
category that is both complete and cocomplete. Generalizing constructions in [4],
we begin by describing two important, natural ways to create corings in V and the
relation between these constructions.
Definition 3.1. Let Alg!V denote the category of morphisms of algebras in V . The
descent functor

DescWAlg!V ! CoringV

sends an object 'WA! B to its associated canonical descent coring (also called the
Sweedler coring)

Desc.'/ D
�
B; .B ˝A B;�' ; "'/

�
;

where �' is equal to the composite

B˝A B Š B˝AA˝A B
B˝A'˝AB
��������! B˝A B˝A B Š .B˝A B/˝B .B˝A B/;

and
"' D x�B WB ˝A B ! B;

the morphism induced by the multiplication �B WB ˝ B ! B . A morphism
.˛; ˇ/W' ! '0 in Alg!, i.e. a commuting diagram of algebra morphisms

A

'

��

˛ // A0

'0

��
B

ˇ // B 0;

induces a morphism of B-corings

Desc.˛; ˇ/ D .ˇ; ˇ ˝˛ ˇ/WDesc.'/! Desc.'0/:

Remark 3.2. The coring Desc.'/ is the same as the coring '�.A/ of Remark 2.14.
We change the notation here to emphasize the functoriality of the construction in the
morphism '.

It is not hard to check that .B; .B ˝A B;�' ; "'// is indeed a B-coring and that
.ˇ; ˇ ˝˛ ˇ/ is a morphism of corings for any .˛; ˇ/W' ! '0. Moreover, Desc.'/
admits two natural coaugmentations, given by the composites

B Š B ˝A A
B˝A'
����! B ˝A B and B Š A˝A B

'˝AB
����! B ˝A B:
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The other functor into CoringV that we consider here takes as input algebras,
respectively coalgebras, endowed with extra structure given by a bialgebraH .

Remark 3.3. IfH is a bialgebra in V , then it is an algebra in CoalgV and a coalgebra
in AlgV . In particular, .R;H/ is a coring in V .

Definition 3.4. Let H be a bialgebra in V . An object of the category .CoalgV /H
of H -module coalgebras in V is an H -module in CoalgV , i.e. a coalgebra C in V ,
equipped with an associative, unital morphism of coalgebras �WC ˝ H ! C .
Morphisms in .CoalgV /H are morphisms in V that respect the comultiplication and
counit and theH -action.

Definition 3.5. Let H be a bialgebra in V . An object of the category AlgHV of
H -comodule algebras in V is an H -comodule in AlgV , i.e. an algebra A in V ,
equipped with a coassociative, counital morphism of algebras �WA ! A ˝ H .
Morphisms in AlgHV are morphisms in V that respect the multiplication and unit and
theH -coaction.

Notation 3.6. Let �WH ! H 0 be a morphism of bialgebras. There is an induced
extension/restriction-of-scalars adjunction

.CoalgV /H

�� //
.CoalgV /H 0 :

��
oo

Moreover, by Proposition 2.19 there is also a change-of-corings adjunction

AlgHV
�� //

AlgH
0

V :
��

oo

As we are using the same notation for the functors in these two different cases, we
will be very careful to specify context any time we refer to a functor �� or ��.

The category below ofmatched pairs of comodule algebras andmodule coalgebras
is the natural domain for an interesting functor to the global category CoringV of all
corings inV , generalizing thewell known construction of a coring from any comodule
algebra [9, Example 4.3(2)].

Definition 3.7. The category TripleV has as objects triples .H; .A; �/; .C; �//, where
H is a bialgebra in V , .A; �/ is anH -comodule algebra, and .C; �/ is anH -module
coalgebra. A morphism from .H; .A; �A/; .C; �C // to .K; .B; �B/; .D; �D//

consists of a triple .�; '; �/, where �WH ! K is a morphism of bialgebras,
'W��.A/ ! B is a morphism of K-comodule algebras, and � WC ! ��.D/ is
a morphism ofH -module coalgebras.
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Definition 3.8. LetH be a bialgebra in V . The Hopf functor

HopfW TripleV ! CoringV

sends an object
�
H; .A; �/; .C; �/

�
to its associated Hopf coring,

Hopf.�; �/ D
�
A; .A˝ C;��;� ; "�;�/

�
;

where the left A-action is equal to

A˝ A˝ C
�˝C
���! A˝ C;

where � is the multiplication on A, and the right A-action is given by the composite

A˝ C ˝ A
A˝C˝�
�����! A˝ C ˝ A˝H Š A˝ A˝ C ˝H

�˝�
���! A˝ C:

The comultiplication ��;� is equal to the composite

A˝ C
A˝�
���! A˝ C ˝ C Š .A˝ C/˝A .A˝ C/;

where � is the comultiplication on C , and "�;� is given by

A˝ C
A˝"
���! A˝R Š A;

where " is the counit of C .
If .�; '; �/ is a morphism from .H; .A; �A/; .C; �C // to .K; .B; �B/; .D; �D//,

then the morphism of A-bimodules underlying Hopf.�; ˛; �/ is

' ˝ � WA˝ C ! B ˝D:

The proof that Hopf.�; �/ is actually an A-coring is somewhat fastidious, but
straightforward.
Notation 3.9. An important special case of the construction above comes from taking
.C; �/ D .H;�/, where � is the multiplication onH . We simplify notation a bit and
write

Hopf.�/ D Hopf.�; �/:

The relation between the functors Desc and Hopf can be expressed in terms
of a natural transformation, as explained below. Observe first that the proof of [24,
Proposition 4.3] can easily be generalized to an arbitrarymonoidal category, implying
that for any morphism �WH ! K of bialgebras, the coequalizer R˝H K inherits a
coalgebra structure from K, with compatible right K-module structure, induced by
the multiplication in K.
Notation 3.10. If �WH ! K is a morphism of bialgebras in V , let Cof.�/ denote
theK-module coalgebra R˝H K, let N�K denote its induced rightK-action, and let
�� WK ! Cof.�/ denote the quotient map.
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Definition 3.11. The category ComodAlgV of all comodule algebras in V has as
objects pairs .H; .A; �//, whereH is a bialgebra in V , and .A; �/ is anH -comodule
algebra. A morphism in ComodAlgV from .H; .A; �A// to .K; .B; �B// consists of
a pair .�; '/, where �WH ! K is a morphism of bialgebras, and 'W��.A/! B is
a morphism of K-comodule algebras.
Definition 3.12. Let ComodAlg!V denote the category of morphisms in the category
ComodAlgV . Let

U!WComodAlg!V ! Alg!V W
��
H; .A; �A/

� .�;'/
���!

�
K; .B; �B/

��
7!
�
A

'
�! B/

be the obvious forgetful functor, and

C WComodAlg!V ! TripleV W
��
H; .A; �A/

� .�;'/
���!

�
K; .B; �B/

��
7!
�
K; .B; �B/; .Cof.�/; x�K/

�
the “cofiber” functor.

The Galois transformation is the natural transformation

GalWDesc ıU! ! Hopf ıC

defined on an object .H; .A; �A//
.�;'/
���! .K; .B; �B// so that

Gal.�;'/WDesc.'/! Hopf.�B ; �K/

is the morphism of B-corings given by the identity on B in the algebra component
and by the composite

B ˝A B
B˝A�B
�����! B ˝A B ˝K

x�B˝��
�����! B ˝ Cof.�/

in the coring component, where N�B is induced by the multiplication in B; compare
with the Galois map of Definition 1.1.

The diagram below summarizes the definitions seen thus far in this section.

Alg!V

Desc

&&
ComodAlg!V

U!

OO

C

��

//

//+Gal CoringV

TripleV

Hopf

88
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Remark 3.13. An object in ComodAlg!V of the form

�
R; .A; �A/

� .�;'/
���!

�
K; .B; �B/

�
;

where �WR ! K is the unit of K; is Hopf–Galois data, in the sense of [9], since
one can also view a morphism of this type as a morphism of K-comodule algebras,
where the coaction of K on A is trivial.

Remark 3.14. The naturality of all of the constructions seen thus far implies that a
commuting diagram of comodule algebra morphisms

.H;A/

.�;˛/

��

.�;'/ // .K;B/

.�;ˇ/

��
.H 0; A0/

.�0;'0/// .K 0; B 0/

gives rise to a commuting diagram of functors

VA

˛� //

Can'

��

VA0
˛�

oo

Can'0

��

V
Desc.'/
B

Prim'

OO

�
ˇ;Desc.˛;ˇ/

�
� //

Gal.�;'/�

��

V
Desc.'0/
B0�

ˇ;Desc.˛;ˇ/
��oo

Gal.�0;'0/�

��

Prim'0

OO

V
Hopf.�B ;x�K/
B

Gal.�;'/�

OO

.ˇ;��;ˇ/� //
V

Hopf.�B0 ;x�K0 /
B0 ;

.ˇ;��;ˇ/
�

oo

Gal.�0;'0/�

OO

where the B 0-bimodule map underlying ��;ˇ is

B 0 ˝ Cof.�/˝B B 0
B0˝Cof.�/˝B0
����������! B 0 ˝ Cof.� 0/˝B B 0 ! B 0 ˝ Cof.� 0/;

with the secondmap given by the rightB 0-action onB 0˝Cof.� 0/ (cf. Definition 3.8).

We need to introduce one more functor defined on ComodAlgV , in order to set
the stage for Hopf–Galois extensions and their generalizations.
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Remark 3.15. Proposition 2.19 implies that if AlgV admits all reflexive coequalizers
and coreflexive equalizers and AlgHV admits all coreflexive equalizers, then every
morphism of bialgebras �WH ! K gives rise to an adjunction

AlgHV
�� //

AlgKV :
��

oo

See Remark 2.20 for conditions under which these hypotheses hold. In particular,
if V is locally presentable, then both AlgV and AlgHV are locally presentable and
therefore complete and cocomplete.
Definition 3.16. Let H be a bialgebra in V with unit �WR ! H . If the extension-
of-corings functor ��WAlgV ! AlgHV , which endows any algebra with a trivial H -
coaction, admits a right adjoint, then we call this right adjoint the H -coinvariants
functor and denote it

.�/coH WAlgHV ! AlgV :

Remark 3.17. Suppose that AlgV admits all reflexive coequalizers and coreflexive
equalizers and AlgHV admits all coreflexive equalizers. For any morphism �WH ! K

of bialgebras, there is a commuting diagram of adjunctions, with right adjoints on
the inner triangle and left adjoints on the outer triangle,

AlgHV
�� //

.�/coH

''

AlgKV
��

oo
.�/coK

ww
AlgV

.�H /�

gg

.�K/�

77
(3.1)

since � ı �H D �K .
Let .�; '/W

�
H; .A; �A/

�
�!

�
K; .B; �B/

�
be a morphism in in ComodAlgV .

Recall that if �� is the unit of the �� a ��-adjunction in diagram (3.1), then
the transpose of 'W��A! B is the composite

A
��
A
��! ����A

��'
���! ��B:

Applying .�/coH , we obtain a morphism of algebras

AcoH .��
A
/coH

�����! .����A/
coH .��'/coH

������! .��B/coH Š BcoK ;

where the last isomorphism follows from the commutativity of the diagram above.
We denote this composite morphism

'co�
WAcoH

! BcoK ;

which becomes simply 'coH when � is the identity morphism onH .
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As the constructions above are clearly natural in both the bialgebra and the
algebra components of a comodule algebra, we can summarize the discussion above
as follows.
Proposition 3.18. Let V be a symmetric monoidal category such that AlgV admits
all reflexive coequalizers and coreflexive equalizers and AlgHV admits all coreflexive
equalizers for all bialgebrasH . There is a functor CoinvWComodAlgV ! AlgV that
to a morphism .�; '/W .H; .A; �A// �! .K; .B; �B// in ComodAlgV associates the
algebra morphism 'co� WAcoH ! BcoK .

3.2. The classical Hopf–Galois framework. We have now set up the complete
framework enabling us to formulate a relative version of the classical notion of Hopf–
Galois extensions of rings and algebras. To simplify notation, we drop henceforth
the coactions from the notation for comodule algebras.
Definition 3.19. Let V be a symmetric monoidal category such that AlgV admits
all reflexive coequalizers and coreflexive equalizers and AlgHV admits all coreflexive
equalizers for all bialgebrasH . A morphism

.H;A/
.�;'/
���! .K;B/

in ComodAlgV is a relative Hopf–Galois extension if

'co�
WAcoH

! BcoK

is an isomorphism of algebras, and

Gal.�;'/WDesc.'/! Hopf.�B ; x�K/

is an isomorphism of B-corings.
When V is the category of R-modules for some commutative ring R, a relative

Hopf–Galois extension for H D R is exactly a classical Hopf–Galois extension,
as defined by Chase and Sweedler [6]. Related notions of relative Hopf–Galois
extensions have been considered in [28] and [29], in the context of quotient theory of
noncommutative Hopf algebras.
Example 3.20. Let H be a bialgebra in V with unit �, comultiplication �, and
multiplication �. The morphism .�; �/W .R;R/ ! .H;H/ in ComodAlgV is a
relative Hopf–Galois extension if and only if

H ˝H
H˝�
����! H ˝H ˝H

�˝H
���! H ˝H

is an isomorphism. If V is the category ofR-modules for some commutative ringR,
then this condition is equivalent to requiring that H admit an antipode, i.e. that H
be a Hopf algebra, in the classical sense of the word [27, Example 2.1.2]. If V is the
category of (differential) graded R-modules, then, as is well known, every connected
bialgebraH satisfies the condition above [8, Proposition 3.8.8].
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Inspired by the classical case, we make the following definition.

Definition 3.21. We say that a bialgebraH in V is a Hopf algebra if the map

.�; �/W .R;R/! .H;H/

is a relative Hopf–Galois extension in the sense of Definition 3.19. More generally,
we say that a morphism of bialgebras �WH ! K is a relative Hopf algebra if

.�; �/W .H;H/! .K;K/

is a relative Hopf–Galois extension, i.e. if

K ˝H K
K˝H�K
������! K ˝H K ˝K

N�K˝��
�����! K ˝ Cof.�/ (3.2)

is a isomorphism.

For example, if H is any bialgebra, and H 0 is a Hopf algebra, then the bialgebra
morphismH ˝ �0WH ! H ˝H 0 is a relative Hopf algebra.

If V is the category of (differential) graded R-modules for some commutative
ringR, then a morphism �WH ! K of bialgebras is a relative Hopf algebra if the left
H -module and right Cof.�/-comodule underlyingK is isomorphic toH ˝Cof.�/.
By [24, Theorem 4.4],K admits such a description ifH andK are connected, while
�WH ! K is split injective and �� WK ! Cof.�/ is split surjective, as morphisms
of graded R-modules. In particular, if R is a field, then � is a relative Hopf algebra
if it is injective.

For any algebra E in V , and any relative Hopf algebra �WH ! K, let

.A; �A/ D .E ˝H;E ˝�H / and .B; �B/ D .E ˝K;E ˝�K/:

The morphism �
H; .A; �A/

� .�;E˝�/
������!

�
K; .B; �B/

�
in ComodAlgV is then a generalized Hopf–Galois extension, as 'co� is simply the
identity on E, while Gal.�;E˝�/ is given by applying the functor E ˝ � to the
composite (3.2). Following classical terminology, we call this morphism a normal
relative Hopf–Galois extension with normal basis E.

3.3. The homotopic Hopf–Galois framework.
Hypothesis 3.22. Henceforth V denotes a symmetric monoidal model category
satisfying Convention 2.29 and the CHF condition (Definition 2.7). We also assume
that AlgV is equipped with a model category structure with weak equivalences created
in V and that the category AlgHV of H -comodule algebras with the model category
structure right-induced from that of VH (the category ofH -comodules in V , where
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we have forgotten the multiplicative structure on H ) via the free-algebra/forgetful
adjunction, for any bialgebraH that we consider. It follows that

AlgHV
�� //

AlgKV
��

oo

is a Quillen adjunction for every morphism �WH ! K of bialgebras; see
Remark 2.31. Explicit examples of such model category structures can be found
in [16] and [11].
Definition 3.23. Let A be anH -comodule algebra. For any fibrant replacement Af
of A in AlgHV , the algebra .Af /coH is a model of the homotopy coinvariants of the
H -coaction on A, denoted (somewhat abusively) AhcoH .

Given an object .�; '/W .H;A/ ! .K;B/ in ComodAlg!V , we can construct an
associated morphism of algebras 'hco� WAhcoH ! BhcoK as follows, inspired by
Remark 3.17. Let

iB WB
�
�! Bf and iAW��A

�
�! .��A/

f

be fibrant replacements in AlgKV , and let 'f W .��A/f ! Bf be an extension of ' to
the fibrant replacements. Since ��WAlgKV ! AlgHV is a right Quillen functor,

��.'f /W��
�
.��A/

f
�
! ��.Bf /

is a morphism of fibrantH -comodule algebras.
Let j WA

�
�! Af be any fibrant replacement in AlgHV . The composite morphism

ofH -comodule algebras

A
��
A
��! ��.��A/

��.iA/
����! ��

�
.��A/

f
�

extends to a morphism ofH -comodule algebras

Q{WAf ! ��
�
.��A/

f
�
;

since j is an acyclic cofibration, and ��
�
.��A/

f
�
is fibrant. A model for

'hco�
WAhcoH

! BhcoK

is then given by the composite

.Af /coH
Q{coH

���!
�
��
�
.��A/

f
��coH .��.'f //coH

���������!
�
��
�
Bf

��coH
Š .Bf /coK : (3.3)

To define homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extensions, we now modify somewhat
the approach of [9, Definition 3.2], categorifying both conditions instead of just one.
As we see below, under reasonable hypotheses a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension in
the sense of [9, Definition 3.2] also satisfies the conditions of the modified definition
below.
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Definition 3.24. A morphism .�; '/W .H;A/! .K;B/ in ComodAlgV is a relative
homotopic Hopf–Galois extension if both of the adjunctions

VAhcoH

.'hco� /� //
VBhcoK

.'hco� /�
oo

and

V
Desc.'/
B

Gal.�;'/� //
V

Hopf.�B ;x�K/
B

Gal.�;'/�
oo

are Quillen equivalences.
A morphism �WH ! K of bialgebras in V is a relative homotopic Hopf algebra

if .�; �/W .H;H/! .K;K/ is a relative homotopic Hopf–Galois extension.
Remark 3.25. The definition of homotopic Hopf–Galois extension is independent
of the choice of fibrant replacements for A and B underlying the definition of AhcoH

and BhcoK , since V satisfies the CHF hypothesis, whence all weak equivalences of
algebras are pure and therefore induce Quillen equivalences on module categories
(Propositions 2.8 and 2.11).

Remark 3.26. In the special case of a morphism of the form .R;A/
.�H ;'/
����! .H;B/

inComodAlgV , we recover a slightlymodified version of the definition of a homotopic
H -Hopf–Galois extension from [9].
Remark 3.27. In [26] Rognes defined homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions of
commutative ring spectra in a convenient symmetric monoidal model category S

of spectra, such as symmetric spectra and S -modules. According to his conventions,
a morphism

.S; A/
.�H ;'/
����! .H;B/

in ComodAlgS , where S is the sphere spectrum, and A and B are commutative
S -algebras, is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension if the composite

A D AcoH j coH

���! AhcoH 'hco�

���! BhcoH ;

where j WA
�
�! Af is a fibrant replacement in AlgHS , and

ˇ' D Gal.�H ;'/WDesc.'/! Hopf.�B/

are weak equivalences, where BhcoH is modelled explicitly as the totalization of a
certain cosimplicial “cobar”-type construction.

As it is still work in progress to show that all of conditions of Hypothesis 3.22 hold
in various incarnations of S (cf. [16, Corollary 5.7]), we cannot yet apply the results
below characterizing homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions to conclude that Rognes’s
definition fits precisely into our framework, but we strongly suspect that it is the case.
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Remark 3.28. The generalization of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions to a relative
framework is not merely an idle exercise. Indeed, as shown in [19], the formulation
of one direction of a Hopf–Galois correspondence for Hopf–Galois extensions of
differential graded algebras requires such relative extensions.

As an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.11 and Corollary 2.38, we obtain
conditions under which a morphism of comodule algebras is a relative homotopic
Hopf–Galois extension.
Proposition 3.29. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Convention 3.22. Let .�; '/W .H;A/! .K;B/ be a morphism in ComodAlgV .

If 'hco� WAhcoH ! BhcoK is a weak equivalence and Gal.�; '/WDesc.'/ !
Hopf.�B ; x�K/ is a copure weak equivalence, then .�; '/ is a relative homotopic
Hopf–Galois extension.
Corollary 3.30. Let V be a symmetric monoidal model category satisfying
Convention 3.22. If the unit R is fibrant, then a morphism �WH ! K of bialgebras
in V is a relative homotopic Hopf algebra if Gal.�; �/WDesc.�/! Hopf.�K ; x�K/
is a copure weak equivalence.

Proof. SinceR is fibrant in V , it is fibrant in AlgV , whence bothH andK are fibrant
in their respective categories of comodule algebras. It follows that the identity on R
is a model of �hco� WH hcoH ! KhcoK .

4. Homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions of chain algebras

In this section we illustrate the theory of the previous section when the underlying
monoidal model category is that of unbounded chain complexes over a commutative
ring R, endowed with the usual monoidal structure and the Hurewicz model
structure [1], in which the weak equivalences are the chain homotopy equivalences,
the fibrations are the degreewise-split surjections, and the cofibrations are the
degreewise-split injections. In particular we provide a large class of examples of
homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions and prove a theorem analogous to the descent-
type description of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions in [26, Proposition 12.1.8].
The work in this section builds on [3, Section 5], the key results of which we recall
below.

4.1. Homotopy theory of chain modules and comodules. Let A be an algebra
in ChR. As shown in [1, Theorems 4.5, 4.6, and 6.12], the category .ChR/A admits a
proper, monoidalmodel category structure right-induced from theHurewicz structure
on ChR by the adjunction

ChR
�˝A //

.ChR/A;
U

oo
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which we call the relative model structure. A morphism of A-modules is thus a
weak equivalence (respectively, fibration) in the relative structure if the underlying
morphism of chain complexes is a chain homotopy equivalence (respectively, a
degreewise-split surjection). We call the distinguished classes with respect to the
relative model structure relative weak equivalences, relative fibrations, and relative
cofibrations, and A-modules that are cofibrant with respect to the relative model
structure are called relative cofibrant. The category of left modules admits an
analogous relative structure.

Barthel, May, and Riehl provided the following useful characterization of relative
cofibrant objects in A.ChR/. A similar result holds for .ChR/A.
Proposition 4.1 ([1, Theorem 9.20]). An objectM in A.ChR/ is relative cofibrant if
and only if it is a retract of an A-module N that admits a filtration

0 D F�1N � F0N � � � � � FnN � FnC1N � � � �

where N D
S
n�0 FnN and for each n � 0, there is chain complex X.n/ with 0

differential such that FnN=Fn�1N Š A˝X.n/.

Barthel, May, and Riehl call filtrations of this sort cellularly r-split and show that
the inclusion maps Fn�1N ! FnN are split as nondifferential, graded A-modules
(cf. [1, Definition 9.17]). Note in particular that A itself is always cofibrant as a right
or left A-module.
Remark 4.2. It follows from Proposition 4.1 that if an objectM in A.ChR/ is relative
cofibrant, thenM ˝ Y is also relative cofibrant, for every chain complex Y . Indeed,
ifM is a retract of a left A-module N with a cellularly r-split filtration

0 D F�1N � F0N � � � � � FnN � FnC1N � � � � ;

then M ˝ Y is a retract of the left A-module N ˝ Y , which has a (not necessarily
cellularly) r-split filtration

0 D .F�1N/˝ Y � .F0N/˝ Y � � � � � .FnN/˝ Y � .FnC1N/˝ Y � � � � ;

and thus also a cellularly r-split filtration by [1, Theorem 9.20].
Specializing the definition of cellularly r-split filtrations somewhat, we obtain an

important class of relative cofibrant modules.
Definition 4.3. An objectM in A.ChR/ is flat-cofibrant with respect to the relative
model structure if it is a retract of an A-module N that admits a cellularly r-split
filtration

0 D F�1N � F0N � � � � � FnN � FnC1N � � � �

with FnN=Fn�1N Š A˝ X.n/ where X.n/ is degreewise R-flat, which we call a
cellularly r-split flat filtration.
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Together with [3, Proposition 5.5(1)], Proposition 2.11 implies the following
result.
Proposition 4.4. Let 'WA ! B be a morphism of algebras in ChR. The induced
restriction/extension-of-scalars adjunction

VA

'� //
VB

'�
oo ;

is a Quillen equivalence with respective to the relative model structures if and only if
the chain map underlying 'WA! B is a chain homotopy equivalence.

The existence of model category structure for categories of comodules over
corings in the context of unbounded chain complexes was proved in [11].
Theorem 4.5 ([11, Theorem 6.6.3]). Let R be any commutative ring. For any
algebra A in ChR and any A-coring C , the category .ChR/CA of C -comodules in
A-modules admits a model category structure left-induced from the relative model
structure on .ChR/A via the forgetful functor.
Remark 4.6. Note that if .A; C / is a flat coring, e.g. if C is flat-cofibrant as a left
A-module, then limits in .ChR/CA are in fact created in .ChR/A and thus in ChR.

In [3] the authors established the existence of interesting classes of copure weak
equivalences of corings and of algebra morphisms satisfying effective homotopic
descent in the chain complex framework.
Theorem 4.7 ([3, Theorem 5.11]). Let A be an algebra in ChR. If C is a flat
A-coring, andD is a coaugmented flat-cofibrant A-coring, then every relative weak
equivalence f WC ! D of A-corings is copure.
Theorem 4.8 ([3, Theorem 5.12]). Let 'WA! B be a morphism of algebras in ChR.
If as a left A-module B is flat-cofibrant and contains A as a retract, then ' satisfies
effective homotopic descent.

Finally, putting all of the pieces together, we can describe a class of morphisms
of corings that induce Quillen equivalences between the corresponding comodule
categories.
Theorem 4.9 ([3, Theorem 5.13]). Let .'; f /W .A; C /! .B;D/ be a morphism of
flat corings in ChR such that, as a left A-module, B is flat-cofibrant and contains A
as a retract and such thatD is coaugmented and flat-cofibrant as a left B-module.

The adjunction governed by .'; f /,

.ChR/CA
.';f /� //

.ChR/DB
.';f /�

oo ;

is a Quillen equivalence if and only if the morphism of B-corings f WB�.C /! D is
a relative weak equivalence.
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As explained in Remark 5.15 in [3], the flat-cofibrancy hypothesis on ' in the
theorem above is not too restrictive, since ' can always be replaced up to weak
equivalence by a morphism that satisfies it.

4.2. Homotopy theory of chain comodule algebras. Before discussing homotopic
Hopf–Galois extensions in ChR, it remains to obtain a model category structure
on AlgHR , the category of theH -comodule algebras in ChR, for any bialgebraH . The
first step towards such a theorem is provided by the following result, a special case
of the model category structure on categories of comodules over corings.
Proposition 4.10 ([11, Corollary 6.3.7]). Let R be any commutative ring and C any
coalgebra in ChR. There exists a model category structure on the category ChCR of
right C -comodules that is left-induced along the forgetful functor ChCR ! ChR, with
respect to the Hurewicz model structure on ChR.

In particular, ifH is a bialgebra in ChR, one can forget its multiplicative structure
and apply the proposition above to obtain a model category structure on ChHR , the
category of comodules over the coalgebra underlyingH .
Theorem 4.11 ([11, Theorem 6.5.1]). Let R be any commutative ring and H any
bialgebra in ChR. There exists a right-induced model structure on AlgHR , created by
the forgetful functor AlgHR ! ChHR , with respect to the model structure on ChHR of
Proposition 4.10.

It is important for our study of homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions to know that
for any bialgebra H in ChR, the two-sided cobar construction provides a canonical
fibrant replacement functor

�.�IH IH/WAlgHR ! AlgHR WA 7! �.AIH IH/;

and a natural relativeweak equivalence ofH -comodule algebras �AWA!�.AIH IH/.
We establish this result as follows.

We recall first the well known definition of the cobar construction for comodules
over a coaugmented, differential graded coalgebra.
Notation 4.12. Let T denote the free tensor algebra functor, which to any graded
R-module V associates the gradedR-algebra T V D k˚

L
n�1 V

˝n, the homogen-
eous elements of which are denoted v1j � � � jvn.

For any graded R-module V , we let s�1V denote the graded R-module with
s�1Vn Š VnC1 for all n, where the element of s�1Vn corresponding to v 2 VnC1 is
denoted s�1v.

Let .C;�; "; �/ be a coaugmented coalgebra inChR, with coaugmentation coideal
xC D coker.�WR ! C/. We use the Einstein summation convention and write
�.c/ D ci ˝ ci for all c 2 C and similarly for the map induced by � on xC .
If .M; �/ is a right C -comodule, then we apply the same convention again and write
�.x/ D xi ˝ c

i for all x 2M , and similarly for a left C -comodule.
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Definition 4.13. Let .C;�; "; �/ be a coaugmented coalgebra in ChR, with
coaugmentation coideal xC D coker.�Wk ! C/. For any right C -comodule .M; �/
and left C -comodule .N; �/, let �.M IC IN/ denote the object in ChR

.M ˝ T .s�1 xC/˝N; d�/;

where

d�.x ˝ s
�1c1j � � � js

�1cn ˝ y/ D dx ˝ s
�1c1j � � � js

�1cn ˝ y

C x ˝

nX
jD1

˙s�1c1j � � � js
�1dcj j � � � s

�1cn ˝ y

˙ x ˝ s�1c1j � � � js
�1cn ˝ dy

˙ xi ˝ s
�1ci js�1c1j � � � js

�1cn ˝ y

C x ˝

nX
jD1

˙s�1c1j � � � js
�1cj;i js

�1cij j � � � s
�1cn ˝ y

˙ x ˝ s�1c1j � � � js
�1cnjs

�1ci ˝ y
i ;

where all signs are determined by the Koszul rule, the differentials ofM , N , and C
are all denoted d , and s�11 D 0 by convention.

If N D C , then�.M IC IC/ admits a right C -comodule structure induced from
the rightmost copy of C .
Remark 4.14. The cobar construction �.M IC IC/ is a “cofree resolution” of M ,
in the sense that the coaction map �WM !M ˝ C factors in ChCR as

M

z� %%

� //M ˝ C;

�.M IC IC/

q

77 (4.1)

where z�.x/ D xi ˝ 1˝ ci and q.x ˝ 1˝ c/ D x ˝ c, while

q.x ˝ s�1c1j � � � js
�1cn ˝ c/ D 0

for all n � 1. It is well known that the composite

�.M IC IC/
q
�!M ˝ C

M˝"
���!M

is a chain homotopy equivalence, by a standard “extra degeneracy” argument. It
follows that z�WM ! �.M IC IC/ is always a relative weak equivalence of right
C -comodules. Moreover, �.M IC IC/coC Š �.M IC IR/.
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When C is replaced by a bialgebra andM by a comodule algebra, then the cobar
construction admits a compatible multiplicative structure, building on the following
result from [12].
Lemma 4.15 ([12, Corollary 3.6]). IfH is a bialgebra inChR, the cobar construction
lifts to a functor

�.�IH IR/WAlgHR ! AlgR
where for everyH -comodule A

.a˝ 1/.a0 ˝ 1/ D aa0 ˝ 1; 8 a; a0 2 AI

.a˝ w/.1˝ w0/ D a˝ ww0; 8 a 2 A; w;w0 2 �H I

.1˝ s�1h/.a˝ 1/ D .�1/.deghC1/ degaiai ˝ s
�1.hai /; 8 a 2 A; h 2 H:

An analogous formula holds for the multiplicative structure on�.RIH IA/, if A
is a leftH -comodule algebra.

AsKarpova showed in [19], themultiplication defined above extends to�.AIH IH/.
Lemma 4.16 ([19, Section 2.1.3]). IfH is a bialgebra inChR, the cobar construction
lifts to a functor

�.�IH IH/WAlgHR ! AlgHR
such that for any H -comodule algebra .A; �/, the coaction map �WA ! A ˝ H

factors in AlgHR as

A

z� %%

� // A˝H;

�.AIH IH/

q

88 (4.2)

where z�.a/ D ai ˝ 1˝ hi and q.a˝ 1˝ h/ D a˝ h, while

q.a˝ s�1h1j � � � js
�1hn ˝ h/ D 0

for all n � 1. The multiplication on�.AIH IH/ is determined by the multiplication
in �.AIH IR/ and �.RIH IA/, together with the formulas

.1˝ s�1h1 ˝ h
0/.a˝ s�1h2 ˝ 1/

D
�
.1˝ s�1h1/.a˝ 1/˝ 1

��
1˝ .1˝ h0/.s�1h2 ˝ 1/

�
;

.a˝ 1˝ 1/.a0 ˝ s�1h1 ˝ h
0/ D aa0 ˝ s�1h1 ˝ h

0;

.a˝ s�1h1 ˝ h
0/.1˝ 1˝ h00/ D a˝ s�1h1 ˝ h

0h00;

for all a; a0 2 A, h; h0; h1; h2 2 H .
Lemma 4.17. If a right A-module N is relative cofibrant, then so is the associated
contractible path-object Path.N /.
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Proof. Because the contractible path-object construction is natural, it is enough to
establish this result for A-modules admitting a cellularly r-split filtration. If

0 D F�1N � F0N � � � � � FnN � FnC1N � � � �

is a cellularly r-split filtration of N , then it is obvious that

0 D s�1F�1N � s
�1F0N � � � � � s

�1FnN � s
�1FnC1N � � � �

is a cellularly r-split filtration of s�1N . We can then define a cellularly r-split
filtration of Path.N / by

F2n Path.N / D s�1FnN
and

F2nC1 Path.N / D Path.FnN/

for all n � 0.

Under reasonable conditions onH , the two-sided cobar construction�.AIH IH/
has particularly nice properties as a left A-module.
Proposition 4.18. If H is a bialgebra in ChR that is degreewise R-flat, and A is an
H -comodule algebra, then�.AIH IH/ is homotopy faithfully flat as a leftA-module,
with respect to the structure induced by the algebra map z�WA! �.AIH IH/.

Proof. To see that �.AIH IH/ is homotopy flat, observe first that for any right
A-moduleM , the gradedR-module underlyingM ˝A�.AIH IH/ is isomorphic to
M˝T .s�1 xH/˝H . Just as in the proofs of [15, Theorem 7.8] and [3, Theorem 5.10],
we can constructM ˝A �.AIH IH/ as the limit in ChHR of a tower

� � �
qnC1

���! EnM
qn

�! En�1M
qn�1
���! � � �

q1
�! E0M DM ˝ H

in .ChR/H , natural inM , where each morphism qnWEnM ! En�1M is given by a
pullback in .ChR/H of the form

EnM

qn

��

// Path.BnM/˝H

pn˝H

��
En�1M

kn // BnM ˝H;

where Bn is an functor from .ChR/A to ChR, and pnWPath.BnM/ ! BnM is the
natural map from the contractible path-object on BnM to BnM itself, which is a
relative fibration of right A-modules by Lemma 4.17. It is important here thatH be
flat over A, so that pullbacks in .ChR/H are created in ChR.
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Given the natural decomposition ofM ˝A�.AIH IH/ as the limit of a tower of
fibrations, an inductive proof, very similar to that of [3, Theorem 5.10], enables us
to show that if f WM ! N is a relative weak equivalence, then

f ˝A �.AIH IH/WM ˝A �.AIH IH/! N ˝A �.AIH IH/

is a chain homotopy equivalence, i.e. �.AIH IH/ is homotopy flat.
Since the nondifferential graded A-module underlying �.AIH IH/ is A-free,

�˝A�.AIH IH/ preserves kernels. The functor �˝A�.AIH IH/ also preserves
all finite products, since they are isomorphic to finite sums. It follows that
�˝A �.AIH IH/ preserves all finite limits, whence �.AIH IH/ is homotopy
faithfully flat.

Since A is a retract of �.AIH IH/ as an algebra and therefore as an A-module,
�.AIH IH/ is homotopy faithful.

A proof essentially identical to that of [15, Theorem 7.8] enables us to establish
the following result; see also [3, Theorem 5.10].
Theorem 4.19. Let C be a coalgebra in ChR that is degreewise R-flat. For every
C -comodule .M; �/, the maps z� and q of diagram (4.2) are a trivial cofibration and a
fibration, respectively, in the model structure on ChCR of Proposition 4.10. Moreover,
both the source and the target of q are fibrant in ChCR , whence �.M IC IC/ is a
fibrant replacement ofM in ChCR .

Since the fibrations and weak equivalences in AlgHR are created in ChHR , the next
result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.16 and Theorem 4.19.
Corollary 4.20. Let H be a bialgebra in ChR that is degreewise R-flat. For every
H -comodule algebra .A; �/, the maps z�WA! �.AIH IH/ and qW�.AIH IH/!
A˝H are a trivial cofibration and a fibration, respectively, in AlgHR . Moreover, both
the source and the target of q are fibrant in AlgHR , whence �.AIH IH/ is a fibrant
replacement of A in AlgHR .

The second part of Remark 4.14 implies that the next result is an immediate
consequence of Corollary 4.20.
Corollary 4.21. Let H be a bialgebra in ChR that is degreewise R-flat. For every
H -comodule algebra .A; �/, the algebra �.AIH IR/ is a model of AhcoH .

Before illustrating further the utility of Corollary 4.20, we need to define a special
condition on the coalgebra structure of the bialgebras we study.
Definition 4.22 ([11, Definition 6.4.6]). A coaugmented coalgebra C in ChR is
split-conilpotent if there is a sequence

R D C Œ�1�
j0
�! C Œ0�

j1
�! � � �

jn�1
���! C Œn � 1�

jn
�! C Œn�

jnC1
���! � � �

of degreewise-split inclusions of subcoalgebras of C such that C D colimn Cn and
coker jn is a trivial (non-counital) coalgebra for all n.
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Remark 4.23. As observed in [11, Remark 6.4.7], over a field any conilpotent
coalgebra is split-conilpotent, while over an arbitrary commutative ring R, any
coalgebra in ChR with cofree underlying graded coalgebra is split-conilpotent. In
particular, for any augumented algebra A in ChR, its bar construction BarA is a
split-conilpotent coalgebra. On the other hand, by [11, Corollary 6.4.3], if H is a
conilpotent bialgebra (i.e. as a coalgebra, it is the colimit of its primitive filtration),
then the counit "H WH ! Bar�H of the cobar-bar adjunction is a relative weak
equivalence of bialgebras, i.e. the underlying map of chain complexes is a chain
homotopy equivalence. In other words, every conilpotent bialgebra is relative weakly
equivalent to a split-conilpotent bialgebra. Moreover, if H is degreewise R-flat,
then "H induces a Quillen equivalence

AlgHR
."H /� //

AlgBar�HR ;
."H /

�
oo

since [3, Theorem 5.11] implies that "H is copure. For homotopy-theoretic purposes,
there is no loss of generality, therefore, in assuming that any degreewise R-flat,
conilpotent bialgebra is in fact split-conilpotent.

The main reason for our interest in split-conilpotent bialgebras lies in the next
result.

Proposition 4.24. For any bialgebra H in ChR that is degreewise R-flat and split-
conilpotent as a coalgebra, the functor

.�/coH WAlgHR ! AlgR

reflects weak equivalences between fibrant objects.

A key step in the proof of this proposition requires the following lemma from [3].

Lemma 4.25 (The Homotopy Five Lemma [3, Lemma 5.2]). Let

0 //M 0 //

f 0

��

M //

f

��

M 00 //

f 00

��

0

0 // N 0 // N // N 00 // 0

be a commuting diagram in ChR, where the rows are degreewise-split, exact
sequences. If f 0 and f 00 are chain homotopy equivalences, then so is f .

Proof of Proposition 4.24. Let 'W .A; �A/ ! .B; �B/ be a morphism of fibrant
H -comodule algebras such that 'coH is a relative weak equivalence. To show
that ' is necessarily also a relative weak equivalence, first consider the commutative
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diagram of fibrantH -comodule algebras

A

z�A �

��

' // B

z�B �

��
�.AIH IH/

�.'IH IH/ // �.BIH IH/:

Applying .�/coH , we obtain a commutative diagram of algebras

AcoH

z�coH
A

�

��

'coH

�
// BcoH

z�coH
B

�

��
�.AIH IR/

�.'IH IR/ // �.BIH IR/;

where the vertical arrows are still relative weak equivalences, since .�/coH is a
right Quillen functor, and the top horizontal arrow is a relative weak equivalence by
hypothesis. By two-out-of-three, �.'IH IR/ is also a relative weak equivalence.

We can nowprove by induction, using theHomotopyFiveLemma, that�.'IH IH/
is also a relative weak equivalence. Let

R D HŒ�1�
j0
�! HŒ0�

j1
�! � � �

jn�1
���! HŒn � 1�

jn
�! HŒn�

jnC1
���! � � �

be a sequence of degreewise-split inclusions of subcoalgebras of H such that H D
colimnHn as colgebras, and coker jn is a trivial (non-counital) coalgebra for all n,
which induces induces a filtration of �.AIH IH/ as chain complexes

�.AIH IR/ � �
�
AIH IHŒ0�

�
� � � �

� � � � �
�
AIH IHŒn � 1�

�
� �

�
AIH IHŒn�

�
� � � � ;

with filtration quotients

�
�
AIH IHŒn�

�
=�

�
AIH IHŒn � 1�

�
Š �.AIH IR/˝ coker jn;

on which the differential is of the form d� ˝ 1 C 1 ˝ xd , where xd the induced
differential on coker jn. There is, of course, an analogous filtration of �.BIH IH/.

We showed above that ' induces a relative weak equivalence, �.'IH IR/, from
the 0th filtration stage of �.AIH IH/ to the 0th filtration stage of �.BIH IH/.
Suppose now that

�.'IH IPnH/W�
�
AIH IHŒn � 1�

�
! �

�
BIH IHŒn � 1�

�
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is a relative weak equivalence for some n � 1. Consider the commuting diagram of
degreewise-split short exact sequences

0 // �
�
AIH IHŒn � 1�

�
//

�
�
'IH IHŒn�1�

�
��

�
�
AIH IHŒn�

�
//

�
�
'IH IHŒn�

�
��

�.AIH IR/˝ coker jn //

�.'IH IR/˝1

��

0

0 // �
�
BIH IHŒn � 1�

�
// �
�
BIH IHŒn�

�
// �.BIH IR/˝ coker jn // 0:

The leftmost and rightmost vertical arrows are chain homotopy equivalences by
hypothesis and therefore, by the Homotopy Five Lemma, the middle vertical arrow
is as well. It follows that �

�
'IH IHŒn�

�
W�
�
AIH IHŒn�

�
! �

�
BIH IHŒn�

�
is

a relative weak equivalence for all n and thus that �.'IH IH/ is a relative weak
equivalence, as the filtrations of�.AIH IH/ and�.BIH IH/ can be seen as colimits
of directed systems of cofibrations of cofibrant objects in ChR.

Finally, two-out-of-three applied to the first diagram implies that ' is a relative
weak equivalence as well.

4.3. Homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extensions of chain algebras. We can now
provide concrete examples of homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extensions in ChR,
as well as conditions under which being a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension is
equivalent to satisfying homotopic descent, which enables us moreover to include a
generalized notion of Koszul duality in our global picture.

We begin by establishing the existence of a useful class of homotopic relative
Hopf algebras.

Lemma 4.26. A morphism of bialgebras �WH ! K in ChR is a homotopic relative
Hopf algebra ifH andK are degreewiseR-flat, andK is cofibrant as a leftH -module
and containsH as a summand, with respect to the structure induced by � .

Proof. By Corollary 3.30, � is a homotopic relative Hopf algebra if

Gal.�; �/WDesc.�/! Hopf.�K ; x�K/

is a copure weak equivalence, since R is fibrant in ChR. On the other hand, since K
is H -cofibrant, the left H -modules underlying Desc.�/ and Hopf.�K ; x�K/, which
are K ˝H K and K ˝ Cof.�/, are also cofibrant by Remark 4.2.

Theorem 4.7 in the case A D B D R implies that it suffices therefore to prove
that Gal.�; �/ is a relative weak equivalence. It follows from the discussion of
relative Hopf algebras in Example 3.20 that if K admits a cellularly r-split filtration
as an H -module, then Gal.�; �/ is actually an isomorphism by [24, Theorem 4.4].
Since retracts of isomorphisms are isomorphisms, it follows that Gal.�; �/ is an
isomorphism whenever K is relative cofibrant as a leftH -module.
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For any nice enough homotopic relative Hopf algebra, one can construct
homotopy-theoretic analogues of the “normal basis” extension in Example 3.20.
Given a morphism of bialgebras �WH ! K, ifK admits a cellularly r-split filtration

0 D F�1K � F0K � � � � � FnK � FnC1K � � � �

as left H -modules, notice that each FnK is also a left K-comodule and that the
colimit respects the left K-comodule structure.
Proposition 4.27. Let H and K be degreewise R-flat bialgebras in ChR. Let
�WH ! K be a homotopic relativeHopf algebra inChR such that as a leftH -module,
K admits a cellularly r-split filtration and such that � admits a retraction K ! H

that is a morphism ofH -modules andK-comodules. LetE be aK-comodule algebra
in ChR that is degreewise R-flat.

If A D �.EIKIH/, B D �.EIKIK/, and ' D �.EIKI�/, then

.�; '/W .H;A/! .K;B/

is a homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extension, and ' satisfies effective homotopic
descent.

In particular, for any degreewise R-flat Hopf algebra K in ChR,�
�;�.EIKI �/

�
W
�
R;�.EIKIR/

�
!
�
K;�.EIKIK/

�
is a homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extension, and �.EIKI �/ satisfies homotopic
descent, where �WR! K denotes the unit of K.

Proof. It is clear that .�; '/ is a morphism in ComodAlgChR . Since B is a fibrant
object in AlgKChR , and �

� is a right Quillen functor, A is a fibrant object in AlgHR , as
A D ��B . It follows that a model of

'hco�
WAhcoH

! BhcoK

is the identity on �.EIKIR/, whence the first adjunction in Definition 3.24 is an
actual equivalence of categories. Moreover, since

B ˝A B Š �.EIKIK ˝H K/ and B ˝Cof.�/ Š �
�
EIKIK ˝ .R˝H K/

�
;

it follows byTheorem4.9 that if�WH ! K is a homotopic relativeHopf algebra, then
Gal.�; �/ is a relativeweak equivalence, whenceGal.�; '/ D �

�
EIKIGal.�; �/

�
is

a relativeweak equivalence and therefore that the second adjunction inDefinition 3.24
is a Quillen equivalence, again by Theorem 4.9. We can thus conclude that .�; '/ is
indeed a homotopic relative Hopf–Galois extension.

Since K is relative cofibrant as a left H -module, B is relative cofibrant as a left
A-module. To prove this, observe that the cellularly r-split filtration of K as a left
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H -module induces a cellularly r-split filtration ofB as anA-module. On other hand,
the splitting H ! K ! H as left K-comodules and left H -modules induces a
splitting A! B ! A of left A-modules, i.e. B contains A as a summand.

It follows that ' satisfies effective homotopic descent by Theorem 4.8, since an
argument similar to that in the proof of Proposition 4.24 shows that ' is a chain
homotopy equivalence because � is.

Applying the homotopic normal basis construction, we establish a relative
analogue of [26, Proposition 12.1.8] in the differential graded context.
Proposition 4.28. LetH andK be degreewiseR-flat bialgebras in ChR such thatH
is split-conilpotent. Let �WH ! K be a homotopic relative Hopf algebra in ChR
such that
� as a leftH -module, K admits a cellularly r-split filtration,
� � admits a retractionK ! H that is amorphismofH -modules andK-comodules,
and

� Cof.�/ is degreewise R-flat.
Let .�; '/W .H;A/ ! .K;B/ be a morphism in ComodAlgChR such that B is
degreewise R-flat.

If 'hco� WAhcoH ! BhcoK is a relative weak equivalence, then .�; '/ is a
homotopic relativeHopf–Galois extension if and only if' satisfies effective homotopic
descent.

In particular, for any degreewise R-flat Hopf algebra K and any morphism
.�; '/W .R;A/ ! .K;B/ in ComodAlgChR such that 'hcoK WAhcoK ! BhcoK is a
relative weak equivalence, and B is degreewise R-flat, .�; '/ is a homotopic relative
Hopf–Galois extension if and only if ' satisfies effective homotopic descent.

Proof. Our strategy in this proof is to exploit a comparison of .�; '/ with a
homotopic normal basis extension. Note first that since the coring .R;K/ is flat,
by Proposition 2.27, the functor ��WAlgK ! AlgH is isomorphic to the cotensor
product functor ��KH .

Let �.AIH IH/ and �.BIKIK/ be the fibrant replacements of A in AlgHR and
of B in AlgKR given by Corollary 4.21. Recall formula (3.3) for 'hco� . Since by
hypothesis 'hco� is a weak equivalence, andH is split-conilpotent, Proposition 4.24
implies that the composite

�.AIH IH/! �.��AIKIK/�KH ! �.BIKIK/�KH Š �.BIKIH/

is also a relative weak equivalence. Precomposing with z�AWA
�
�! �.AIH IH/, we

obtain a relative weak equivalence ofH -comodule algebras

˛WA
�
�! �.BIKIH/:
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Set A0 D �.BIKIH/, B 0 D �.BIKIK/, and

'0 D �.BIKI�/W��A
0
! B 0:

Proposition 4.27 implies that .�; '0/W .H;A0/! .K;B 0/ is itself a homotopic relative
Hopf–Galois extension and that '0 satisfies effective homotopic descent.

By Remark 3.14, the commuting diagram of comodule algebra morphisms

.H;A/

.IdH ;˛/
��

.�;'/ // .K;B/

.IdK ;z�B /
��

.H;A0/
.�;'0/ // .K;B 0/

gives rise to a commuting diagram of functors

.ChR/A
˛� //

Can'

��

.ChR/A0
˛�

oo

Can'0

��

.ChR/
Desc.'/
B

Prim'

OO

�
z�B ;Desc.˛;z�B /

�
� //

Gal.�;'/�

��

.ChR/
Desc.'0/
B0�

z�B ;Desc.˛;z�B /
��oo

Gal.�;'0/�

��

Prim'0

OO

.ChR/
Hopf.�B ;x�K/
B

Gal.�;'/�

OO

.z�B ;�IdK;z�B /� //
.ChR/

Hopf.�B0 ;x�K/
B0

.z�B ;�IdK;z�B /
�

oo

Gal.�;'0/�

OO

where the B 0-bimodule map underlying �IdK ;z�B ,

B 0 ˝ Cof.�/˝B B 0 ! B 0 ˝ Cof.�/;

is given by the right B 0-action on B 0 ˝ Cof.�/ (cf. Definition 3.8). Note that
B 0˝Cof.�/˝BB 0 ! B 0 is flat andB 0˝Cof.�/ is flat-cofibrant as a leftB 0-module,
since Cof.�/ is degreewise R-flat. Moreover �IdK ;z�B is a relative weak equivalence,
since the canonical isomorphism

B 0 ˝ Cof.�/˝B B
Š
�! B 0 ˝ Cof.�/

factors as

B 0 ˝ Cof.�/˝B B
B0˝Cof.�/˝z�B
����������! B 0 ˝ Cof.�/˝B B 0

�IdK;z�B
�����! B 0 ˝ Cof.�/;
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where the first map is a relative weak equivalence by Remark 4.14 because it is equal
to

z�B0˝Cof.�/WB
0
˝ Cof.�/! �

�
B 0 ˝ Cof.�/IKIK

�
:

It follows that �IdK ;z�B is a copure weak equivalence by Theorem 4.7.
Proposition 4.4 implies that the top adjunction is a Quillen equivalence, since ˛

is a relative weak equivalence. The two vertical adjunctions on the right side
of the diagram are Quillen equivalences, by Proposition 4.27. Since B 0 is
homotopy faithfully flat as a B-module by Proposition 4.18, and �IdK ;z�B is a copure
weak equivalence, Corollary 2.38 implies that the bottom adjunction is a Quillen
equivalence as well.

A “two-out-of-three” argument enables us to conclude that .�; '/W .H;A/ !
.K;B/ is a relative homotopic Hopf–Galois extension if and only if 'WA ! B

satisfies effective homotopic descent.

Remark 4.29. We believe that it should be possible to generalize the strategy in the
proof above to many other monoidal model categories, establishing an equivalence
between homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions and morphisms satisfying effective
homotopic descent when the induced map on the coinvariants is a weak equivalence.
The key to the proof is the existence of a well-behaved construction, replacing any
(nice enough) morphism of comodule algebras by a weakly equivalent morphism
of comodule algebras that is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension and that satisfies
effective homotopic descent. A “homotopic normal extension” of the sort employed
in the proof above should do the trick in monoidal model categories with compatible
simplicial structure.

The close relationship between homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions and mor-
phisms satisfying effective homotopic descent enables us to include the notion of
Koszul duality in our general picture as well.

Proposition 4.30. Let .�; '/W .H;A/! .K;B/ be a relative homotopicHopf–Galois
extension in ComodAlgChR such that 'WA! B satisfies effective homotopic descent,
Cof.�/ and B are degreewise R-flat, and B is augmented.

If the unit map �WR ! B is a chain homotopy equivalence, then Cof.�/ is a
generalized Koszul dual ofA, in the sense that homotopy category of rightA-modules
is equivalent to the homotopy category of right Cof.�/-comodules.

Proof. Since .�; '/W .H;A/ ! .K;B/ is a relative homotopic Hopf–Galois
extension, and 'WA ! B satisfies effective homotopic descent, there is a chain
of Quillen equivalences

.ChR/A
Can' //

.ChR/
Desc.'/
B

Desc.'/
oo

Gal.�;'/� //
.ChR/

Hopf.�B ;x�K/
B :

Gal.�;'/�
oo
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The unit map �WR! B induces a morphism in TripleV

.IdK ; �; IdCof.�//W
�
K;R;Cof.�/

�
!
�
K;B;Cof.�/

�
and therefore a morphism of corings with underlying morphism of chain complexes

IdB ˝ N�K WB ˝ Cof.�/˝ B ! B ˝ Cof.�/;

which is a relative weak equivalence, since � is a chain homotopy equivalence,
and N�K.IdCof.�/˝�/ D IdCof.�/. Since Cof.�/ is degreewise R-flat, the source
of IdB ˝ N�K is flat and its target flat-cofibrant as a left B-module. It follows that
IdB ˝ N�K is a copure weak equivalence of B-corings. Moreover, B homotopy
faithfully flat as an R-module. It is strongly homotopy flat over R, since degreewise
R-flat by hypothesis, and allR-modules are homotopy flat, and it is homotopy faithful
as a R-module, since it is augmented. Corollary 2.38 therefore implies that

.ChR/
Cof.�/
R

//
.ChR/

Hopf.�B ;x�K/
Boo

is a Quillen equivalence, whence

Ho
�
.ChR/A

�
' Ho

�
.ChR/Cof.�/

�
as desired.

The connection between Koszul duality and homotopic Hopf–Galois extensions
hinted at here will be explored further in a forthcoming paper.

4.4. Principal fibrations and Hopf–Galois extensions. We show in this section
that simplicial principal fibrations naturally give rise to homotopic Hopf–Galois
extensions in ChR, confirming that our definition is reasonable. The example
elaborated here generalizes [19, Example 4.4.7].

In this section, for any simplicial setX , C�X denotes the normalized chains onX
with coefficients in R, which admits a natural coalgebra structure. For any reduced
simplicial set X , we let GX denote the Kan loop group construction on X [22, §27].
Recall that the geometric realization jGX j has the homotopy type of�jX j, the based
loop space on the geometric realization jX j.

We recall from [14] that if X is a simplicial set that is 1-reduced (i.e. X0 and X1
are both singletons), then the differential graded algebra�C�X obtained by applying
the reduced cobar construction to C�X admits a natural comultiplication

 X W�C�X ! �C�X ˝�C�X

endowing �C�X with the structure of a bialgebra in ChR. This comultiplicative
structure is topologically meaningful, in the sense that the natural morphism of
differential graded algebras

˛X W�C�X ! C�GX
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first defined by Szczarba [31] is naturally strongly homotopy comultiplicative with
respect to  X and to the usual comultiplication on C�.GX/, i.e. it gives rise to a
natural morphism of differential graded algebras

ˇX W�
2C�X ! �C�GX:

Moreover, as shown in [17], the chain map underlying ˛X admits a natural chain
homotopy inverse. The existence of both the higher homotopies for the strongly
homotopy comultiplicative structure of ˛X and the chain inverse to ˛X follow from
acyclic models arguments, whence ˇX must also admit a natural chain homotopy
inverse.

Let X be a 2-reduced simplicial set, and Y a 1-reduced simplicial set equipped
with a twisting function � WY ! GX . Let j WGX ! GX �� Y denote the inclusion
of GX into the twisted cartesian product of GX and Y determined by the twisting
function � [22, §18]. Let

' D �C�j W�C�GX ! �C�.GX �� Y /;

which is a morphism of bialgebras. Note that the projection map GX �� Y ! Y

gives rise to the structure of a �C�Y -comodule algebra on �C�.GX �� Y /.
Proposition 4.31. If X is a simplicial double suspension, and Y is a simplicial
suspension [22, §27], then for every simplicial map gWY ! X , the morphism of
comodule algebras

.R;�C�GX/!
�
�C�Y;�C�.GX �� Y /

�
;

where �WR ! �C�Y denotes the unit map and � D �Xg with �X WX ! GX the
universal twisting function, is a homotopic Hopf–Galois extension.

We believe that this proposition holds even when X and Y are not suspensions,
but developing the general argument would require too great a digression from the
theme of this article to be reasonably presented here.

Proof. According to Proposition 3.29, it suffices to show that

'hco�
W�C�GX D .�C�GX/

hcoR
! �C�.GX �� Y /

hco�C�Y

is a relative equivalence of algebras and that

Gal.�; '/W�C�.GX �� Y /˝�C�GX�C�.GX �� Y /! �C�.GX �� Y /˝�C�Y

is a copure weak equivalence of corings.
We treat first the case of 'hco� , for which our proof does not actually need X

and Y to be simplicial suspensions. By Corollary 4.20, we can take

�C�.GX ��Y Y /
hco�C�Y D �

�
�C�.GX �� Y /I�C�Y IR

�
;
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since�C�Y is degreewiseR-free and therefore degreewiseR-flat. A model of 'hco�

is then given by

�.'IRIR/W�C�GX D �.�C�GX IRIR/! �
�
�C�.GX �� Y /I�C�Y IR

�
:

(4.3)
On the other hand, there is a sequence of relative weak equivalences of algebras
in ChR

�
�
�C�.GX �� Y /I�C�Y IR

� �.˛I˛IR/

'
// �
�
C�G.GX �� Y /IC�GY IR

�
'

��
C�
�
G.GX �� Y / �� 0 G2Y

�
'

��
C�G2X;

where � 0WG.GX��Y /! G2Y is the twisting function given by projection ontoGY ,
followed by the canonical twisting function �GY WGY ! G2Y . The fact that the
first vertical arrow, which extends ˛GX��Y , is a relative weak equivalence follows
from [7, Theorem2.23], which is a straightforward generalization of themain theorem
in [17]. The second vertical relative weak equivalence is a consequence of the fact
that the inclusion

G2X ,! G.GX �� Y / �� 0 G
2Y

admits a retraction that is a homotopy inverse (cf. Lemma A.1). Precomposing this
sequence with (4.3) gives exactly ˛GX , which is also a relative weak equivalence,
whence, by two-out-of-three, (4.3) is a relative weak equivalence as well, as desired.

Concerning Gal.�; '/, we begin by recalling from [19, Proposition 4.3.11,
Remark 4.3.12] that since the nondifferential algebra map ' is an inclusion into
a free extension, �C�.GX �� Y / admits a cellularly r-split filtration as a left (or
right) �C�GX -module, whence it is homotopy flat, by Propositions 4.1 and [3,
Proposition 5.5(1)]. Since normalized chain complexes are R-free, we can choose
this filtration so that each filtration quotient is�C�GX -free on anR-free module. It
follows that

�C�.GX �� Y /˝�C�GX �C�.GX �� Y /

is flat as a left �C�.GX �� Y /-module. Moreover, since the differential on
�C�.GX �� Y /˝�C�Y is the usual tensor differential, it is certainly flat-cofibrant
as a left �C�.GX �� Y /-module, as well as coaugmented. By Theorem 4.7, it
suffices therefore to show that Gal.�; '/ is a relative weak equivalence.

In [13] the authors show that if a simplicial set Z is the simplicial suspension of
another simplicial setW , then the natural coalgebra structure on the normalized chain
complex C�Z is trival, and that, when endowed with its canonical multiplication, the
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cobar construction�C�Z is isomorphic to the tensor algebra TC�W , endowed with
the comultiplication induced by that on C�W . Moreover the Szczarba equivalence
˛Z W�C�Z ! C�GZ respects the comultiplication strictly. IfW itself is a simplicial
suspension, then the generators of the bialgebra �C�Z are actually primitive and
thus �C�Z is cocommutative.

Since �.RIC�Y IC�Y / is a relative cofibrant left �C�Y -module, the Szczarba
equivalence ˛X W�C�X ! C�GX induces a relative weak equivalence of left
�C�X -modules

�.RIC�X IC�Y / Š �C�X ˝�C�Y �.RIC�Y IC�Y /

'
�! C�GX ˝�C�Y �.RIC�Y IC�Y /; (4.4)

where we regard �C�X as a right �C�Y -module via �C�gW�C�Y ! �C�X .
On the other hand, Szczarba proved in [31, Theorems 2.2–2.4] that there is a quasi-
isomorphism

C�GX ˝�C�Y �.RIC�Y IC�Y /! C�.GX �� Y / (4.5)

of left C�GX -modules, extending the equivalence�C�X ! C�GX by the identity
on the �C�Y -component. A straightforward generalization of the main theorem
in [17] shows that this quasi-isomorphism admits a chain homotopy inverse.

As the generators of�C�X are primitive, and the differential on�.RIC�X IC�Y /
sends elements ofC�Y to generators of�C�X , it is easy to show that�.RIC�X IC�Y /
admits a cocommutative comultiplication extending those on �C�X and C�Y ,
with no perturbation. Moreover, the composite of equivalences (4.4) and (4.5) is
a strict map of coalgebras with respect to this comultiplication, since it extends
�C�X ! C�GX simply by the identity on the C��Y -component. Applying the
cobar construction to the composite equivalence of coalgebras given by (4.4) followed
by (4.5), we obtain a quasi-isomorphism of chain algebras

�2.RIC�X IC�Y /
'
�! �C�.GX �� Y /;

which admits a chain homotopy inverse as left �2C�X -modules, since the source
and target are bifibrant with respect to the projective model category structures on
�2C�X

.ChR/. Note that we use here that the target is a quasi-free extension of the
source, as chain algebras.

Consider �2C�X as a right �2C�Y -module via �2C�gW�2C�Y ! �2C�X .
It follows from [12, Corollary 3.6] and [19, Lemma 4.3.21] that

�.RI�C�X I�C�Y / D �
2C�X ˝�2C�Y �.RI�C�Y I�C�Y /

admits a natural chain bialgebra structure such that there is a quasi-isomorphism of
chain algebras

�2.RIC�X IC�Y /
'
�! �.RI�C�X I�C�Y /:
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As above, since the source and target are bifibrant with respect to the projective
model category structures on �2C�X .ChR/, this quasi-isomorphism admits a chain
homotopy inverse as left �2C�X -modules. We therefore have a zigzag

�.RI�C�X I�C�Y / � �2.RIC�X IC�Y / � �C�.GX �� Y /

of relative weak equivalences of �2C�Y -modules. Moreover, both of the outward-
pointing maps are easily seen to be morphisms of �C�Y -comodules. Because all
three objects are cofibrant �2C�X -modules, and �C�.GX �� Y / is a cofibrant
�C�GX -module, there is a zigzag of relative equivalences of �C�Y -comodules

�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�2C�X �.RI�C�X I�C�Y /

�2.RIC�X IC�Y /˝�2C�X �
2.RIC�X IC�Y /

'

OO

'

��
�C�.GX �� Y /˝�C�GX �C�.GX �� Y /:

To show that Gal.�; '/ is a relative weak equivalence, it suffices therefore to prove
that the composite

�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�2C�X �.RI�C�X I�C�Y /

��
�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�2C�X �.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�C�Y

��
�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�C�Y

(4.6)

is a relative weak equivalence, where the first map is given by the �C�Y -coaction
and the second by the multiplication in �.RI�C�X I�C�Y /.

Observe that, if we ignore differentials,

�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /˝�2C�X�.RI�C�X I�C�Y / Š �
2C�X˝�C�Y˝�C�Y:

ByKoppinen’s Lemma [27, Lemma 4.4.1] (again ignoring differentials), the compos-
ite (4.6) is an isomorphism of�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /-modules and�C�Y -comodules
if and only if the map

�˝ 1W�C�Y ! �2C�X ˝�C�Y

is invertible with respect to the convolution product on

Hom
�
�C�Y;�.RI�C�X I�C�Y /

�
;
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where Hom means the internal hom of graded R-modules. Since �C�Y has an
antipodeS (because it is a graded bialgebra), and �˝1 is an algebramap (cf. formulas
in [12, Corollary 3.6]), it follows that .� ˝ 1/S is a convolution inverse to � ˝ 1,
and thus that the composite (4.6) is an isomorphism, at least as graded modules.
Its inverse is necessarily also a chain map, however, because it is inverse to a chain
map and therefore (4.6) is an isomorphism of chain complexes. We conclude that
Gal.�; '/ must be a relative weak equivalence, as desired.

Remark 4.32. It follows from Propositions 4.30 and 4.31 that if C�.GX �� Y / is
contractible, then

Ho
�
.ChR/�C�GX

�
' Ho

�
.ChR/�C�Y

�
;

at least under the additional hypothese onX and Y in the statement of the proposition.
When applied to the universal bundle GX ��X X , this equivalence becomes

Ho
�
.ChR/�C�GX

�
' Ho

�
.ChR/�C�X

�
;

at least when X is a double suspension.

A. A technical lemma

In this section we prove a technical lemma used in the proof of Proposition 4.31.

Lemma A.1. For any 1-reduced simplicial set X and 1-reduced simplicial set Y
equipped with twisting function � WY ! GX , the inclusion

G2X ,! G.GX ��Y Y / �� 0 G
2Y

is a simplicial homotopy equivalence, where � 0WG.GX�� Y /! G2Y is the twisting
function given by projection onto GY , followed by the canonical twisting function
�GY WGY ! G2Y .

Proof. Note first that if 'WG ! H is a surjective simplicial homomorphism, then
ker ' acts principally on G, i.e. ' is a principal ker '-fibration, and therefore a Kan
fibration [22, Lemma 18.2]. Moreover, the inclusions of G2X into G.GX ��X X/
and G2X ��GX GX are both cofibrations in the Kan model structure on sSet. The
sequences

G2X ! G.GX ��X X/! GX and G2X ! G2X ��GX GX ! GY

are therefore bifibrant objects in the slice category G2X=sSet=GX of simplicial
sets over GX and under G2X . Since both objects are weakly equivalent
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in G2X=sSet=GX to the sequence G2X ! � ! GX , there are homotopy
equivalences

G.GX ��X X/ � G2X ��GX GX

in G2X=sSet=GX . Pulling back over the homomorphism ˛� WGY ! GX induced
by the twisting function � gives rise to homotopy equivalences

G.GX ��X X/ �GX GY � G2X �z� GY (A.1)

in G2X=sSet=GY , where z� D �GX˛� WGY ! G2X .
For the next step in our argument, it is important to observe that for any pair of

simplicial maps with common target

V ! Z  W;

the natural simplicial map

� WG.V �Z W /! GV �GZ GW

admits a homotopy inverse in the slice category GV=sSet=GW of simplicial sets
under GV and over GW . Indeed, the projections from both objects to GW are Kan
fibrations in sSet, and the obvious maps

GV ! G.V �Z W / and GV ! GV �GZ GW

are inclusions and therefore cofibrations in the Kan model category structure on sSet,
so that

GV ! G.V �Z W /! GW and GV ! GV �GZ GW ! GW

are bifibrant objects in GV=sSet=GW . Furthermore, � is a weak equivalence, since
the geometric realization of � is simply the homotopy equivalence

�
�
jV j �jZj jW j

�
! �jV j ��ŒZ� �jW j:

Here we use that jGKj ' �jKj for any reduced simplicial set K and that geometric
realization commutes with pullbacks, as can be shown easily. It follows that � is in
fact a homotopy equivalence in GV=sSet=GW , as desired.

As a special case of the result above, we obtain homotopy equivalences

G.GX �� Y / D G
�
.GX ��X X/ �X Y

�
� G.GX ��X X/ �GX GY (A.2)

in G2X=sSet=GY .
Combining (A.1) and (A.2) gives rise to homotopy equivalences.

G.GX �� Y / � G2X �z� GY

in G2X=sSet=GY and therefore to homotopy equivalences

G.GX �� Y / �� 0 G
2Y � G2X �z� GY ��GY G2Y

inG2X=sSet. SinceG2X is a strong deformation retract ofG2X�z�GY ��GY G2Y ,
we can conclude.
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